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STANDARDS  OF  LIVING  IN THE  LATER MIDDLE AGES: SOCIAL
CHANGE  IN  ENGLAND c.1200-1520.  Christopher Dyer.  1989.  Cambridge
University Press, £8.95 (paperback).

‘Despite  its daunting title’ is how the draft of this review began; but just at that
point the person  opposite  me in the train caught sight of the  book.  ‘How very
interesting that  must  be,’ was the comment; ‘it sounds a fascinating subject.’ That
of course is what it is; and the title apparently has  just  that popular appeal which  I
thought it lacked and which the book abundantly deserves. It is an important
work, brilliantly conceived and written. Apart  from  its other merits it is extremely
readable — written with a light  touch  and never dull. It is certain to  hold  the
attention of all its readers, whether specialists or new to the subject.

That subject  is the history of what was consumed in late-medieval England:
the money and other forms of income available to the individual and how they
were spent. As Professor Dyer points  out, medieval  economic  historians have
tended to concentrate on production — agriculture, clothmaking, commerce —
which is what surviving records tell us most about. To show us the other side of
the picture he draws on an exhaustive knowledge of published  work,
archaeological and historical; despite its broad emphasis on production  a
surprising amount of recent research (including his own) has direct bearing on
standards of living and this book  thus  brings  together much  that has been
discovered about particular  aspects of the  social, agrarian and general  economic
history of medieval England. The archaeological evidence is especially
important; by its very nature, archaeology generally tells us  more  about what
went into a site  than  what came out. But the book is much more than a simple
synthesis of other work; it cites a formidable range of  published  and unpublished
records as well as  some  literary sourées. Although the study is restricted to
England, reference is made to research on the continent, where scholars have in
some ways gone further than the British in work on what was  consumed  in the
middle ages. Professor Dyer is familiar with the theoretical approach to
economic history, but his own approach is entirely empirical and inductive: the
‘model’ that he offers of the  peasant  economy (p.  109) turns out to be very much
more  of a case-study, a careful and detailed analysis of the likely pattern of
consumption among the peasants of  a  well documented village.
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Two-thirds of the book are taken up with  a  discussion of Income and
expenditure first of the aristoqracy then of the peasantry, and one might wonder
whether medieval English society comprised  just  two sharp1y_ differentiated life-
styles, two cultures. This 1s a View  that  many of our  sources  invite us to  take  —
and so  too, by implication and even unconsciously, do many historians. But the
View  changes as we read the last third of the book: town-dwellers, not in reality so
different from their country cousins, are not s_o artificially categorised by the
records  and wage-earners  cover  a wide economic span:  ‘There  was no medieval
proletariat’ (p.  214).

Our sources on economic production (especially agricultural) are notably
fewer and less informative for the fifteenth century than for the period from 1200
to 1400. There is the  same  imbalance in records of consumption, but it is much
less  marked: wills, surviving houses, household accounts, are among important
sources of evidence that are actually more plentiful and informative after 1400
than before.. When, in looking at peasant resources and  income, Professor Dyer
devotes some thirty pages  to conditions in 1200-1350, ten to 1350-1520, this is
because for the earlier period he gives the full picture, for the later only the ways it
changed. The  book gives  equal weight to the whole'of the later middle  ages  and
has  much  to offer those whose special interests lie 1n the fifteenth century.

'  Overall the book gives us a great deal of information and m_any insights.
Two éxamplcs of much that deserves special mention are the  critique  of the
‘basket  of consumables’ used  m  the classic account of real wage levels by Phelps
Brown and Hopkins, and the discussion of the work psychology of the medieval
wage-garner, which differed signiflqantly from that of his industrial- -age
success'qr. At the same time much remains to be discovered. We still lack any fully
convincing explanatiop of the  fluctuations  1n wages and prices in this period.
And, as the author points out, ‘The  survival of the medieval poor still remains
something of a  mystery’ (p. 257), given the apparent meagreness of then resources
and the hit-o or-miss inadequacy of medieval charity.

Professor Dyer sees the middle  ages  in  terms  of late-twentieth- -century sOcial
morality. This us no criticism— why should he  not?  In these terms late-medieval
society is often found wanting, but we can well do without further idealisation of
the middle ages. All the  same, changes were not necqssarily for the better: he  finds
a spirit of neighbourliness 1n the medieval community which was replaced by the
‘decline of hospitality’ complained of in the  sixteenth  century, and the
unquéstioning charitable giving to any in need  came  to be succeeded by the
concept of the ‘deserving poor’ who alone were to be helped. And', as he
acknoWledges 1n the conclusion, standards of living — the material things of life
—  are not the whole story in  this  or any other  period. At the  same  time they are a
very important part of the story: it is the historian who overlooks them in
concentrating on higher matters who risks leading us astray. After reading
Professor Dyer’ 5  book he 1s unlikely to do so.

P. D. A.  HARVEY
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BOOK PRODUCTION  AND  PUBLISHING  IN  GREAT BRITAIN, 1375-
1475.  Edited Jeremy Griffiths and Derek Pearsall. 1989. Cambridge University
Press, £45. . . . .  .

I ' i

The word  ‘publishing’ applied to the manuscript book would surely have been
thought  unduly emotive twenty years ago. Today, we  take more  for granted that
medieval book producers could achieve  a  regular and standardised outplit. The
term  ‘publication’ has been  used  when jconsidcring the  ‘  official university
Stationers who from the thirteenth century made available for' hire and
duplication'texts of guaranteed reliability. In the-late middle  ages,‘ the reading
p'ublic  bljoadened  and the  output  of hand-written  texts went up accordingly. The
term  ‘publishing’ becomes more apposite in this environment of  mass-
productfion. In an 'elegant contribution to the volume  under‘ review, ‘Thé
manuscripts of the  major  English  poetic  texts’, A. S. G. Edwards and Derek
Pearsall comment on the fact that  some  thirty manuscripts  of ,English poetic'al
works are  extant  dating frdm before 1400 as  compared  with  some  600 for the
fifteenth century (and of  course  the fifteenth-century reader was abOve all loyal to
works composed in the fourteenth century, eschewing works of lesser quality
produced after that). They situate  a fundamental change in the years  1390-1410,
away from scattered and isolated book production a'round the country to a
routine commercial production in London, with standardised dialect, spelling,
script and format. An expanding book-buying public was overtaking the court-
based  literary culture that  had been the chief motor bf production. In  1982,
discussing English literary patronage  in the later middle ages, Peter Lucas
remarked that after the reign of Henry V, courtly circles no longer provided the
most  important patrons. .For the period covered by this volume, ways of
streamlining the production of manuscript  books  to  meet  this demand from a
wider section of society were multiplied to such an  extent  that Malcolm Parkes
could, in the  1982  Oxford Conference on  ‘The Role  of the  Book  in Medieval
Culture’, refer to ‘the expedient of moveabl'e metal type’ as  ‘only one of the
several mechanical devices which helped to accelerate the production of  books’.
The desire to produce in  bulk  went beyond  books, of course, and the making of
artifacts of all kinds in late medieval Europe, from metalwork to sculpture,
underwent similar developments. - , - -

-  This  volume is a landmark in the study of late medieval  books.  The subject
has in the  past  tended to appear fragmented, in  that  discussion often centred on
problems raised by a single manuscript or a group of manuscripts of interest to
the historian of fiteraturc, liturgy, miniature painting or some other subject. It is a
huge achievement on the part of the editors to have commissioned and brought
together  texts  from specialists on a series of related problems, and to have
provided a well-organised apparatus that allows the vast recent literature about
late medieval  books  in Britain to be scanned with  case. A  list of manuscripts cited
and an index make this a thoroughly pleasant book to  use.  The fifteen
contributions are grouped under the headings  ‘The  Book’,  ‘Book  production’,
‘Patrons, buyers and owners’, ‘The  contents of  books’,  and  ‘Aftermath’,  a lucid
account of the transition from manuscript to print by N. F.  Blake.  For many, this
volume  will sanction the use of the term  ‘publication’ for the  manuscript  book in
the late middle  ages, when there was  a  veritable industry supplying a market that
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sought  specific works. In his brief introduction, one that sets the  subject firmly in
its European  context, Derek Pearsall categorises book production as either
‘author-initiated’ (i.e. books written by an author for circulation or
presentation), ‘consumer-initiated’ (i.e. books commissioned or ordered by an
individual or institution), or producer-initiated (i. e.  made  speculatively for sale
by an entrepreneur but without a  specific  customer in mind).  This  last category
Pearsall recognises as corresponding most closely to  modern  ideas of publishing.
It is very difficult to show conclusively that manuscript books were produced
speculatively in the  late  middle ages. Despite Pearsall’s  hope that  questions about
the  extent  of  ‘speculative, entrepreneur-initiated production’ be addressed, the
reader of the  volume  concludes that they lurk  in the minds of many contributors
rather than being taken up directly as a major  theme  by any.  Carol  Meale, for
instance, in presenting an account of  ‘Book  production and social status’, refers
to Ian  Doyle’s speculation  in  1983 that  Nicholas  Love’s  M yrrour  of the  Blessed
Lyf of Jesu  Christ  and the  Brut  chronicle (of which at least 169 manuscripts
survive) are the  texts  most likely to have been produced on  a  speculative basis;
but she cements  that  further work will have to be done on the  latter’s
complicated  textual  history before any reliable judgement can be made  —  both
texts  were  available in  a  wide variety of formats to suit the pockets of both
wealthy and not-so-wealthy customers. Kate Harris extends the list of works that
may have been produced speculatively to include Flemish  Books  of Hours for the
English  market, copies of the  Nova Statuta  and a number of manuscripts copied
by the Edmund-Fremund scribe (p. 183).

Rather different possibilities are  opened  up by reference to the position of
the book-makers themselves. The information gathered from archival sources by
Paul Christianson about  book  producers in London makes clear that we should
be thinking in  terms  of  a  variety of individual artisans living near each other but
working independently rather than labouring in large workshops under unified
control. This corroborates the conclusion, underwritten on many occasions in
this volume, of Ian  Doyle  and Malcolm Parkes in their seminal article in the Neil
Ker  Festschrift  of  1978  (‘The production of copies of the  Canterbury Tales  and
the  Confessio Amantis  in the early fifteenth century’), where uniformity of
appearance in middle-English manuscripts was attributed to the ad hoc
collaboration of ‘independent craftsmen working to specific  commissions’, their
physical proximity enabling them to draw on each other’s skills and imitate each
other’s  products. The career of the Hammond  scribe  (pp.287-8 in this volume) is
one of several that fits this pattern. The view  that  the book trade was  sustained  by
a core of busy professionals eager to  make  money by employing their skills for
any task  seems to  stand  in opposition to  a  View that makes an individual
commission by a patron from a craftsman the main  method  of production. The
1978  article of Doyle and Parkes opens up the likelihood of infinite  sub-
contracting and co-operation to  keep the wheels of commerce turning. Graham
Pollard’s  view of the stationer, whose guild was  created  in  1403  with the
amalgamation of the Text-Writers and the Lymners, as an entrepreneur, an
‘intermediary between the producer and the public rather than an  actual  maker
of the  goods  he sells’, might  have been cited in  this  context, but Stationers remain
curiously absent from the volume. Were they wealthy enough to  keep scribes at
work and on their payroll when there were no immediate  customers?  Was it
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worth their while to keep scribes and others at work in the knowledge that some
event inside or outside London would provide  a flood  of orders?

The  volume  makes clear how very often  texts  circulated as booklets, only
recently identified as  formal‘ units of production.  Such booklets  were acquired
and circulated individually before ending up in the composite volumes' 1n which
they have survived to this day. The ability to buy single booklets allowed
individuals to put  together  their own collections, assemble  texts corresponding to
their needs and interests, and to  juxtapose  old and new  texts.  In discussing
Lambeth Palace Ms 306, a manuscript  made  up of ten  booklets  (five of which
were written by the same scribe) bound together in the  late  fifteenth century, Julia
Boffey and John J. Thompson refer to it as ‘an “Everyman’s Library” 'of
practical, informative, devotional and entertaining material’ dating from the
time of Edward IV. The authors  suggest  that  booklets  of this kind were liable to
be made speculativcly.

_  It 1s striking that  illuminated  manuscripts play a small part in this volume.
Carol Meale reniarks  upon  the relianc‘e in Britain on foreign centres of
production, John Duke of Bedford getting lavishly illustrated manuscripts from
Paris and Edward IV relying on Flanders as his source. In an account of the role
of owners in  book  production and the book trade, Kate  Harris concludes that
‘the  import of  books  . . . seems to have been conducted by individuals through
personal  contacts’, before  the  ‘revolution  in marketing practice’ associated with
the arrival of printed  books.  This  conclusion is later qualified to allow for the 200
or so  extant Books  of Hours  made  in Flanders for the English and Scottish
markets, and for Eberhard  Konig’s  identification of leaves at Lambeth Palace
from the 42-1ine Bible printed at Mainz in c. 1455 and illuminated in England very
shortly after.  Both  these  points  have been taken to evidence the workings of a
book  trade with international contacts that flourished before the advent of the
printed  book.

Derek  Pearsall  refers in his introduction to ‘the comparatively
unsophis_ticated  nature  of production, the importance of- patrons  and
commissions, and the lack of evidence for” .exchange of.. .exemplars between
producers as would have eliminated the multiple independent English
translations that were  made’; book production was ‘a cottage  industry’ altered
after the mid-fifteenth century by the wider use of paper and the advent of
printing. References to large  numbers  of  book  producers in London, around
forty (presuman each with apprentices or helpers of one kind or another) in
every decade from  1410-1419  to  1490-1499  (p.89), may qualify this  view. No
actual quantification of the growth in  book  production in the period seems
possible, in the way that Gumbert was able to demonstrate elsewhere on the basis
of dated and datable manuscripts for the Low Countries; there a meteoric rise
from  c.1400  to  c.1470  can be traced, production falling off afterwards. It is
interesting that  1470-1479  is the decade in which Christianson traces the largest
number of  book  producers in London, some  fifty in all. This quantitative
approach produces conclusions hedged around with all sorts of qualifications,
but one  notes  that according to  Gumbert’s pattern, the  peak  of manuscript
production occurs  before  printing began to make  a  real impact.

What were the essential differences and the essential continuities in book
production and publishing in the pre- and post-Gutenberg age in Britain? If the

\
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vocabulary of the age of print is to be  adopted, we  should  surely expect  comment
on the use of terms  such  as  ‘publishing’ for the age of the manuscript  book.  In
dealing with printed works, we can think more in  ‘modern’ terms where the trade
is conducted by wholesalers and retailers who eventually start to control their
market through legislation. Printing obviously requires a huge capital
investment. Capital can be raised when there is a commitment from an individual
or institution to acquire multiple  copies  of a work, but it  also  depends upon the
existence of  a  large market and a commercial network able to relay copies to
where they could be sold. The problem of whether a  developed  book trade
emerged when manuscript  books  were the major commodity, allowing printed
works to be promoted by an existing pattern of entrepreneurship and patronage,
and  disseminated  by an already flourishing means of distribution, or whether
printing did indeed create a market of a new kind, one to which  a  book trade
focused  upon  a different kind of product had to adapt, is never quite faced in the
volume, though various positions on the matter is implicit in a number .of
contributions. The last contribution in the  volume, by N. F.  Blake, finds  printer
and scribe engaged in complementary activities until the  1490s, which leaves the
reader  most  sympathetic to the view of Malcolm Parkes, that printed works in the
fifteenth century were merely another kind of  text  in  a flourishing book market.

It would not be  possible’ to ask fifteen scholars to agree in their
contributions, and it is a tribute to this very rich volume that one  ends  up asking
questions about  the  next phase  of publishing history, when the printed word was
paramount. The editors have provided a fundamental work for the study of the
late medieval  book.

ROWAN WATSON

THE LUTI‘RELL PSALTER.  Janet Backhouse. 1989.  British  Library, London,
£8.95.

This  book, based on the fine English Psalter, written and illuminated in the
fourteenth century for Sir Geoffrey Luttrcll of Irnham in Lincolnshire, has  a  total
of seventy-six  plates, thirty-eight of which are in colour. It makes this  manuscript
readily available to the public at long last. Millar's part-facsimile of  1932  is now  a
rare book and, though  finely produced and  exemplary in many respects, did not
offer more than two  colour  plates.‘ The standard of  photographic  reproduction
of the British Library publication  is  high  and the  text  does full justice to the
plates, revealing thorough research which is presented in an informative and
readable format.

The psalter was the standard form of personal prayerbook in England
during the thirteenth and fourteenth  centuries, but not all would have  been  so
lavishly illustrated as Sir Geoffrey’s. Backhouse’s study, however, is not merely
about the psalter but offers  a  useful insight into the family and properties of the
man who commissioned it. She shows us the extent to which his personal  tastes
are  reflected  in certain marginal themes — the chief glory of the manuscript.  Here
‘elements  of  pure  fantasy mingle with biblical scenes, figures of saints and
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vignettes of everyday life’. The latter reveal  acute  observation of the  artist’s
environment and provide a unique  source  for  social  historians. They range in
subject-matter from a travelling coach for royal ladies, cunningly spanning two
folios (figs. 60, 61), and the Luttrell family at table (fig.  48), to more mundane
activities, such as  a young lady at her  toilet  (fig. 62) and the  breaking-up of clods
(pl.  23). Backhouse  shows how  some  of these marginal scenes, often  thought  to
have no relevance to the adjacent  text, have  been appropriately selected:  thus  the
farming activities, which represent the basic annual cycle of  a  fourteenth-century
estate, accompany the  psalms  of thanksgiving.

Sir Geoffrey (1276-1345) was lord of considerable  estates in four counties,
concentrated on the north-east Midlands.  Backhouse  traces  Luttrell’s  ancestry
and the acquisition of lands from the year  1200  until the extinction of the male
line in  1419, after the death of Sir Geoffrey’s grandson; the psalter is  thus  set
against the economic, social and historical background which produced it.
Especially interesting is the discussion of Sir Geoffrey’s will. As well as making
elaborate  plans  for his funeral and anniversary masses, his servants are
remembered. In addition to money, they receive items pertaining to the service
they performed for their lord: thus, brass and wooden  vessels  are bequeathed to
the cook. As  a  poignant reminder to Sir Geoffrey of the inevitability of  death, on
one  page  of the  psalter a  naked soul is threatened by a  hell  mouth  and a shrouded
cgffin, images which are placed in proximity to the martlets of the Luttrell  coat-
0 -arms.

Although no mention is made of the psalter in Sir Geoffrey’s will, which may
not be exceptional since few personal items are listed anyway, it is possible  that
Sir Geoffrey never actually took possession of the book. This is all the more
ironic when we consider certain illustrations in the psalter, such as the famous
dedication miniature (fig. 1) where  Sir Geoffrey sits proudly on horseback in full
heraldic dress, attended by his wife and daughter-in-law, serving to personalise
the commission.  That  the psalter was already in hands  other than  the Luttrells’ is
suggested  by the  presence  of obits in the calendar which indicate that it was
ofvyned bfy Joan de  Bohun, who around  1359  married Humphrey, the seventh Earl
0  Here  0rd.

The ownership of the psalter raises the controversial problems, which
Backhouse also confronts, of its  date  and  place  of production. By drawing
attention to  certain  details of fashion, not current until at least the mid  13305, she
effectively dismisses recent suggestions that the psalter was produced in the
1320s; and  although  there is  support  for her view  that  it was  executed  around
1334, to correspond with particular Luttrell family celebrations, it is not possible
to  ignore  the strong stylistic evidence which places the psalter nearer to 1340 at a
point transitional between the so-callcd Italianate phase in English painting, now
thought to date to the 1330s, centred on Norwich, and illuminated books of the
early 13405, probably produced in Cambridge.2

Although opinion will no doubt remain divided as to the  date  and  place  of
execution of the  psalter, there can be no dispute as to the value of Janet
Backhouse’s  account of this well-known manuscript. It is another welcome
addition to the inexpensive, authoritative series  produced  by the British Library;
it can be thoroughly recommended to the general reader and specialist alike.
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1.  Eric  George  Millar,  The  Lutlrell Psaller:  71w  Plates  in  Colour  and One  Hundred  and  Eighty-Three  in

Monochrome from  the  Additional Manuscript 42130  in the  British  Museum,  London  1932.

2. For  dating of the two  campaigns  in the  Luttrell  Psalter  and  discussion  of  related manuscript production  in the

13405  see  Lynda Dennison, ‘The Filzwarin  Psalter  and its  Allies’: a  Reappraisal, in  England  in the  Fourteenth

Century: Proceedings  of the  1985 Harluxlon Symposium,  ed. W. M.  Onnrod,  Woodbridge 1986,  pp.42-66.

Specific references to the  Lunrell Psalter  are  found  on  pp.46,  58-6]  ,  65, 66. If Sir  Geoffrey never took possession
of the  psalter  then  it is  possible  that  it  entered  Bohun  ownership in the  l340s  when  two  members  of  this family

were commissioning books from  a  workshop possibly based  in  Cambridge,  some  of the  illuminators  of  which

bear  a striking stylistic relationship to  those  in the  Lullrell Psalter.

LYNDA DENNISON

MEDIEVAL  AND  EARLY RENAISSANCE MEDICINE.  N. G. Siraisi.  1990.
University of  Chicago  Press, Chicago and London. £29.95 (hbk), £8.75 (pbk).

It is a sad fact  that, although our knowledge of late medieval England has
increased by leaps  and bounds over the  last couple  of decades, most  students of
the period  still  know  next  to nothing about  contemporary medical theory and
practice. They are aware, of course, that  during his  last  years Henry IV was too
unwell to  rule  effectively; that his grandson, Henry VI, went mad; that Lady
Margaret  Beaufort  was  a  martyr to arthritis; and, possibly, that  her loyal servant,
Reynold Bray, endured agonies from toothache. But there the matter rests.
Perhaps the security of living in a world of antisepsis, blood-transfusion,
anaesthetics and antibiotics has dulled our curiosity about the sufferings of
people  who had none of these things. Perhaps, too, modern scholars feel more at
home with such eminently rational and practical subjects as  population  theory,
crime  and  high politics, dismissing as  antiquarian,  or worse, the arcane researches
of the medical historian. To a cgrtain  extent  this attitude is justified with regard to
some  early studies of medieval medicine, often produced by retired physicians or
surgeons whose ignorance of the historical background intensified an already
condescending attitude towards their predecessors in the healing profession.
With one or two  notable exceptions, however, recent works on the subject are of

an entirely different order: they seek  to place it in a wider intellectual and social
context, thereby revealing how important it is for us to understand the way that
medieval men and women viewed their bodies and their lives.

Professor Siraisi’s ‘coherent brief survey’ of medical practice in Europe over
the period  c.1200  to c. 1500 for  ‘intcrested  readers’ is  thus  especially welcome,
although her  modest  claims  appear  a shade disingenuous in  light  of her wide-
ranging and impressive scholarship. Indeed, such formidable erudition may
prove daunting to  some, for despite all assertions to the contrary the author is, in
fact, addressing an audience whose familiarity with ancient and medieval cultural
and scientific history is pretty well taken for granted. Unfortunately, a working
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knowledge, however basic, of Aristotelian natural  philosophy cannot always be
assumed  on the  part  of  today’s  intelligent layman, and the only serious criticism
to be made of  this  otherwise excellent book is that Professor Siraisi has not come
to terms with the demands of writing for  a  non-specialist readership. In places,
too, her style is overloaded with unnecessary jargon  (‘the  concept  of
complexional  inbalance as a fundamental explanatory mechanism to interpret
clinical manifestations’, for  example, simply means  that  the  theory of the four
bodily humours was used to  account  for  most  kinds of  illness), which may
likewise be off-putting to  those  without  some  medical knowledge.

Although she deals with the whole of Europe, the author draws  most  of her
examples  from France and Italy, which is understandable in view of her own
mastery of the local sources, her interest in the academic aspects of medicine and
the superiority of French and Italian  medical  studies in the medieval West.
England was certainly a  backwater: whereas Florence’s  first  college of physicians
was established in  1392  after a century of guild  status, and  Venice’s  in  1316,
London had to wait until 1516 for  a  similar organisation to get off the ground. On
the other  hand, some interesting English material is overlooked. In her discussion
of dissection, for instance, Professor Siraisi could well have referred to the
defence  of the practice made by Thomas Morstede, one of the surgeons present
during the Agincourt campaign of 1415, whose  ‘Fair Book  of Surgery’ gives  a
detailed account of how to conduct an autopsy.  Indeed, the section dealing with
surgery is too narrowly confined to a small  selection  of university-trained or
otherwise elite practitioners, who, as she herself admits, were hardly
representative of the craft as a whole. As  a  result the commonly held View that
‘physic  is to surgery what geometry is to carpentry’, with all its implicit social and
professional distinctions, tends  to be underplayed, if not ignored altogether.
Scottish readers, justifiably proud of their country’s distinguished medical
traditions, will find it  hard  to forgive the almost  complete  (one reference to St.
Andrew’s) absence of any discussion of medicine north of the border, but they
may well be so diverted by the author’s choice of new and fascinating illustrative
material as to excuse the oversight. This is a beautifully produced book, with a
valuable bibliography, designed for use by both experts  and beginners.  Excerpts
from the  ‘guide  to further reading’ will undoubtedly find their way into many
university book-lists, although the range of sources recommended will soon
exhaust the linguistic  resources  of today’s undergradutes. It is  a  shame  that  the
index does not achieve the  same  high standard, being a  rather hit and  miss  affair
at  best.  To give just one  example, no less than  eleven  imp'ortant references to
apothecaries  are left  out, and those 'which have been noted are for some reason
listed under ‘pharmacists’. Surely the most ill-informed general reader knows
what an apothecary was?

CAROLE RAWCLIFFE
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PROFIT, PIETY  AND THE  PROFESSIONS  IN  LATER MEDIEVAL
ENGLAND.  Edited Michael A. Hicks. 1990. Alan  Sutton  Publishing, Stroud,
£18.

This  15 the latest volume of essays to  emerge  from the regular conferences of
fifteenth- -century historians; whose proceedings, as Dr. Hicks remarks 1n his
introduction to this  book, serve in effect as  a  journal of late-medieval  studies.  It
has the tripartite title which has become something of a hallmark of this series,
although  not all the contributions are quite covered by the umbrella of  ‘profit,
piety and the professions’ .

Roger  Virgoe looks  at the county community in the fifteenth century.  This  IS
a  concept which has been over-worked and under-defined  m  recent years, and  a
reaction is now setting in.  A  few historians would deny the  concept’ svalidity
altogether. Others would  see. an aristocratic retinue, or other socio-political
grouping, as a more relevant focus than the county. After  a  flurry of individual
county studies, the subject badly needs  more gene_ral analysis. Dr. Virgoe’s
approaches  the Issue on two fronts. The  first  15 semantic. He argues that the use of
the word  cuntre  as a synonym for the residents of  a  county as well as for the
county itself 18 evidence of  a  sense of local community. He then  uses  attendance at
the  coun_ty court  to  argue  that, at least from the mid fifteenth century, this
community was not confined to knights and esquires but embraced lesser  figures
as well.  This  leaves largely untouched the more interesting question of what
community actually means.  Does  a' sense of local  identity, which 1s surely what
the use of “country as  a  personal collective noun implies, necessarily equal
community? And did the men who turned up to endorse the choice of members of
Parliam‘ent  m the county court see themselves as  a  single community outside that
institutional context? . -

Rhidian Griffiths  examines  the Welsh campaigns of the future Henry V  and
finds, unsurprisingly, that they provided experience which was to shape his
characteristic  style of monarchy. Jeremy Goldberg continues his important
examination of the role of late-medieval women with  a  preliminary account of his
work  m  prggress on the experience of rural women. His analysis of the evidence
of occupation and family structure provided by the  poll  tax returns of the late
fourteenth century does not always  make  easy reading, but an interesting picture
emerges of the  economic  opportunities  open  to countrywomen.

‘Piety’ earns its place 1n the title  thanks  to an article _by Clive  Burgess, which
is a  major  contribution to the  question  of how far wills may be used as evidence of
charitable benefactions. Students of churchwardens’ accounts have argued that
wills exaggerate benefactions because some  stipulated  bequests were not paid
over by executors. Using Bristol  material, Dr. Burgess shows that wills  can, on‘
the contrary, seriously underestimate charitable activity. Endowments might
well be made in the  testator’s  lifetime and escape mention in his will. The
convention of leaving the residue to an executor to be used' m works of charity
was  also, as Burgess  shows, more than a pious  platitude  and might prompt
significant expenditure. But it is not only the level of expenditure on charitable
activity which might be distorted by undue reliance on wills. The style of chanty 1s
also  slanted, since wills inevitably focus on funeral provisions.  They also, Burgess
argues, play down the  extent  to which charity was a  matter  of community action
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rather than the unilateral action- of an individual — an argument which has
implicatlons for the growth of  ‘institutional’ charity in the  next century:

Profit and the professions are the theme's of all the refnaining articles.  Nigel
Ramsay asks ‘What  was the Legal Profession?’ and answers with a pedestrian
survey of varit categories of fifteenth- -century lawyers —  although  this does
have the virtue of drawing attention to the local  attomeys  who are often
overshadowed by their high-profile brethren at Westminster. Dr. Ramsay’s
concern is  here  entirely with the common lawyers. The  next  essay in the collectioh
is :11 reminder that these were not the only lawyers 1n fifteenth-century England.
Mark Beilby looks  at the civil'lawyers and their contribution to the equitable
jurisdiction of the Chancery as it developed from the mid fifteenth century. It is  a
persuasive piece, and a salutory reminder of how much the non-common law
traditions had to offer in areas such as the development of contract law. Readers
of  this  journal will be disappointed to see the  court  of requests credited to the
Tudors. John Harrington, appointed by Richard III to deal with the petitions of
poor men, fits Beilby’ s  thesis well, with his training in civil and canon law and his
simultaneous involvement, as common clerk of York, with the customary
jurisdiction of a major city. '

_  The profits of law is the theme of Brigette Vale’ s contribution on the
Scropes,- chief justices of Edward II and Edward 111. She sensibly avoids
overplaying her hand. Even highly successful legal careers did not bring instant
social transformation. The Scropes were an established knightly family before
they took  to the' law, and the wealth they accrued did not immediately catapult
them  into the nobility. One interesting sidelight is the  Scropes’ use of  some  of
their gains to make loans to fellow-landowners. Like their contemporaries the de
la Poles, the _Scropes lent against the security of land and were able to acquire, in
effect, cut price  estates when their debtors defaulted.

Linda Clark considers Henry Bourgchier’ stenure of the treasurership of the
exchequer, an office which was proverbially credited with allowing a  man to live a
lord’s  life thereafter. The potential gains were clearly very great indeed, even if
their main component —  douceurs  from men anxious for favour in their dealings
with the exchequer — is now largely invisible. Dr. Clark is thus not in a position
to quantify Bourgchier’s gains, but one also has the impression that she would
regard this as in any case slightly beside the point. Her  sub-text  is that the profits
to be won  should  not be allowed to obscure other motives for taking up office,
and that treasurers like Bourgchier and his predecessor Marmaduke Lumley
were genuinely interested in getting the country’s finances on a even footing.

That  public life was not simply the pursuit of private wealth IS also the  theme
of Michael Stansfield’s account of the career of John Holland ((1. 1447).  Holland’s
involvement 1n the French wars  was, in a material sense, damaging. His captivity
after  Baugé kept  him away from his newly-restored  estates just when it was
important that he  should  have made his mark there, and his later involvement  m
France meant that he never really built up a  power base for his  heir, Henry.  But,
as Dr. Stansfield  emphasises, Holland himself  almost  certainly felt  that there
were compensations. His military involvement brought status — it was, after all,
still regarded as the  nobility’ s  raison .d. etre,  although  this 1s not a point developed
here.  . ‘
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The possible disjunction between material gain and social standing is hinted
at, but not pursued, by Brigette  Vale  in her cement that the profits offered by
the law may have been offset by the unpopularity accorded to lawyers, and it
becomes crystal clear in Margaret  Condon’s  exposition of the career of Re'ynold
Bray. Miss Condon is able to document in fascinating detail how  Bray’s  closeness
to Henry VII and Margaret Beaufort was translated into money and the money
into land. But Bray was never ennobled, and  was, one  imagines, never really at
home  in the chivalric ambience cultivated at Henry VII’s court.  This  essay is at
once a valuable  case  study of how the profits of office may be reconstructed from
intractable sources, and an important reminder  that  such gains never constitute
the whole story.

ROSEMARY HORROX

SALISBURY MUSEUM MEDIEVAL CATALOGUE: PART  2.  PILGRIM
SOUVENIRS  AND  SECULAR BADGES.  Brian  Spencer, illustrations by
Nicholas Griffiths. Published by the Salisbury and  South  Wiltshire Museum.
1990.  £12.95 (£13.95 by post) from Salisbury Museum, The King’s  House, 65 The
Close, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP1 2FN, or from booksellers.

At Munich in  1392  visiting pilgrims were counted at the gates by dropping peas
into a bowl; on one particular day 40,000 peas  were needed. With  most  pilgrims
everywhere souvenir badges were very popular and  though  the Munich crowds
may have  been  exceptional, it is not surprising that large numbers of  these cheap,
easily-made objects survive, bought  at places of worship all over Europe. The
badges served many purposes: they were not only evidence of the wearer’s visit,
some of the holiness' of the actual shrine had (literally) rubbed off on them, and
they became relics themselves.  They were  fixed over  doors  of  houses  and sheds to
protect  men and  animals, and they were, for instance, incorporated in the moulds
of bells to leave their sacred image on the finished product.

The catalogue contains an amazing number of badges, all found at
Salisbury, but originating from all over the  south  of England and quite  a  few
from the continent. They are listed by the name of the  saint; in each  case the cult is
3riefl>gdciiscusse¢ every object is illustrated and its style, quality and meaning

escrl  e  .
There is a separate section on livery and other secular badges.  Some  of  these

were  also  expected to  bring good fortune, but  most  marked the wearer’s secular
allegiance.  They are arranged by subject:  harts, roses, sunsand other heraldic
figures, as well as more unexpected and suggestive symbols such as cockerels,
foxes  and apes. To quote just one  example  of the amount of detail given: the sprig
of mulberry, a  punning device of the Mowbray dukes of Norfolk, inscribed
movberi, such as  ‘might  have been worn at a lavish Westminster tournament  . .  .  in
1478, held in honour of  Anne  Mowbray, the duke of  Norfolk’s  young heiress,
after her marriage to the infant second son of Edward IV, Richard duke of  York’.
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Both  sections have important, readable introductions.  A  bibliography and
an index conclude  this thorough, inspiring and attractive  study that sheds  light
on a small but  intimate  aspect of medieval daily life.

LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

THE  LIMITATIONS  OF  ENGLISH MONARCHY  IN THE  LATER
MIDDLE AGES.  J. R. Lander. 1989. University of Toronto Press, $25 (cloth),
$12.95 (paper).

The  1986  Joanne Goodman  Lectures  at the University of Toronto gave Professor
Lander the opportunity to distil a lifetime’s study of England in the late middle
ages  into three one-hour lectures. Not an easy task, one may think, but in fact
Lander has succeeded admirably well. For  those  familiar with the corpus of his
writings, in particular  Conflict  and  Stability and  Crown  and  Nobility,  this little
book contains few surprises; but for anyone coming fresh to the period, or who
wants  a  clear and concise overview of its political and constitutional history it is  a
very good  place to  start.

The chapters are entitled ‘Government Finance and  War’, ‘Central  and
Local  Govemment’ and (more enigmatically) ‘Propaganda, Compensations and
the  State  of the Country’. In the first, Lander  emphasises  the weak financial basis
of royal government, its inability to raise large sumsin taxation, and the
consequent limitations on its military establishment. He draws attention to an
intriguing, and apparently neglected, passage  in Sir John Fortescue’s On The
Governance  Of England  in which the judge likens the  entire  realm to a  gigantic
perpetual chantry, providing a  permanent (and inalienable) endowment for the
maintenance of the monarchy. The second chapter discusses the dependence of
the crown on the nobility for local government. Government was  a  function of
property, he  argues, while acknowledging that bastard feudalism was by no
means the  unmitigated  evil that it has often been assumed: ‘it was more subtle,
refined and flexible .  .  .  than  classical feudalism’. The  ‘compensations’ of the final
chapter were the magnificence and  elaboration  of court ritual, particularly under
the  Yorkists, by which  late  medieval  monarchs  attempted to  make  up for the
weaknesses in their practical powers.  This  is the least convincing'section of the
book, perhaps because its subject matter is the least familiar to the general reader,
and therefore requires more space for discussion  than  is possible in such a survey.
Nonetheless  Lander is stimulating and thought-provoking, for  example  in his
consideration of the  Laudes Regiae,  the sacramental hymns in praise of the ruler,
sung at the coronation of Edward IV.

Although there is little specifically on Richard III himself, the centre of
gravity of the work lies very much with the Yorkists, and within the author’s
chosen period 1450-1509. Lander expresses his opinions with characteristic
trenchancy, and he is never dull. One may disagree with his view  that  the English
monarchy was at  quite  such a nadir of practical power in the fifteenth century,
but this remains  a  reliable and concise introduction to royal government at the
end of the middle ages.

EDWARD  POWELL
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RICHARD H].  DIE  WEISSE ROSE  VON  YORK.  Karl Michael Eising. 1990.
Casimir  Katz Vcrlag, Gernsbach, DM48.

The author  studied  law at university, his interest in history more  a  spare time
activity, and this book comes of his membership of the German Shakespeare
Society.  Perhaps this  makes  his  approach more  judicial, more  inclined to weigh
the play as an end-product of the More version  —  he calls attention frequently to
More’s  gifts for dramatic presentation, for dramatic invention even. First, there
is a deft setting of the scene, place and  time, in the middle of  August  1485,
manners and  usages, the general well being, are sketched in neatly. Then, a brief
account of the line later called Plantagenet, from its origins to  Bosworth  Field.
There is  a  break, marked by the  first  Lancastrian usurpation, after which the
narrative is closer and more detailed, especially from Richard’s birth onwards. So
far, the book is well worthwhile in itself, as background. The Plantagenet history
of necessary and useful rages gets its  due, too.  For the first  time  in my experience,
a biographer has accounted for Hastings’s death with one of  these, as he
attributes the last charge with the  household  to the same cause. Yet conceding
that  this, though deadly dangerous, might have won the  day.

Richard’s career, as  a  loyal  subject  and Lord of the North, is narrated  clearly
enough. His efforts at reconciliation, of Clarence with Edward, of himself with
Clarence, are given due weight. 'But his feeling at home in the North would lead to
most of the troubles of his reign. He had no  talent  for  politics, speaking the blunt
language of the  North, finding the neighbours congenial, trustworthy.  They
were, undoubtedly, in most  cases, but as King he needed to wake  sympathy in the
South, to lull  suspicions.

Eising allows Richard two days of happiness in his reign, both  illusory. The
first, the day of his coronation, the second the day news reached him of the
enemy’s landing, when he knew the Tudor was in his hands to deal with.  Morton
and his supporters  frustrated  the first, the  gang of three, one Percy, two Stanleys,
foiled his plans for the second. So, in Richard’s  nature, there was nothing left but
to die fighting.

After Bosworth, there is only a  brief epilogue. But it contains at last a fair
examination  of Richard’s personality, and leads on to a  study of his reputation
according to various writers. This is well done, as is the main narrative, if one is
wary enough  to distinguish between Eising’s obvious  appreciation  of More’s
talents as a dramatic writer, and the once general acceptance of the veracity of
one so gifted.

I  am glad to have read  this  book, but  must  confess I found it hard work. My
first meeting with German  historiography was with  Mommsen’s  History of
Rome,  which gave a sense of lightness to the  author’s  erudition, which is lacking
here. We could have done with  a  map or  two, too — even as endpapers.

G. E. V.  AWDRY
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GLASTONBURY ABBEY:  THE  HOLY HOUSE  AT 'THE  HEAD  OF THE
MOORS ADVENTUROUS.  James P. Carley. 1988. The Boydell Press,
Woodbridgc, £16.95.

My initial reaction on reading Professor Carley’ s account of his first visit to
Glastonbury was one of dismay Was this yet another book by someone who had
fallen victim to what' 1s known locally as the  ‘Glastonbury disease’, a sickness
which tends to cloud rational thought and can lead to unquestioning acceptance
of myths and miracles alike? Not  that  the power of Glastonbury to evoke such a
response should be discounted. To experience, from a vantage point such as
Windmill Hill, the  sight  of the tower of St. John’s church rising out of a mist
which renders the rest of the town invisible, enables one to understand why
Glastonbury can  exert  such a powerful  influence  on the imagination.

My fears proved groundless for Professor Carley states his purpose clearly 1n
his preface — to provide a synthesis of the many existing writings  about
Glastonbury— historical, literary, ecclesiastical or occult, and he  quotes  John of
Glastonbury: ‘.  .  . it is easier to find things quickly which have been re-arranged in
one small book than to search in many different  ones’.  Professor Carley does  not,
therefore, claim that the book 15 a  work of new  scholarship.  For the reader who
may wish to dig deeper  he  suggests  more profound works by himself and  other
scholars. The presumption is  that  the book 1s intended for the- general public,
especially, perhaps, for the visitor to Glastonbury who would like _to make  some
sense of what he  sees around  him 1n this obviously historic and still exotic  place.
How far does the book succeed on this level?  ,

After  a  short introduction the book 15 divided into two main parts. Part I,
entitled  ‘Abbots  and HistOry’, contains three chapters on (1) Pre-Conquest
Abbots: The Beginnings, (2) After 1066: Growth and Consolidation, (3) Beere
and Whiting. Indian  Summer  and Fall. The second Part 1s called  ‘Cultural Life’
and  deals  with (4) Saints, (5) Relics, (6) The Library, (7) The Cemetery and (8)
Arthur, Avalon and the Bridge Perilous. There IS a short third section entitled
‘Aftcr the Fall’ containing a ch_apter (9) recounting the post-Dissolution histo_ry
of the Abbey. It recor_ds the antiquarians and archaeologists who have studied lts
histo_ry and it is amusing to learn  that  the first professional archaeologist to study
'the site appears to have become tainted with the ‘Glastonbury discase’ much to
the chagrin of his fellow  scholars.  An epilogue deals with the legend of the Holy
Thorn and the tradition  that  Christ himself visited Glastonbury.

Part  II 1s much the most satisfactory and impogtant part of the book. Here
Professor Carley 1s on his own ground and it shows. At one point in the Preface
the author  says  that he has tried to  re-crcate  the history of the Abbey as the
monks themselves imagined it. It 1s in four of the five chapters of  Part  II that
Professor Carley comes closest to achieving this aim. In an important footnote at
the beginning of chapter four Professor Carley has written

‘Before embarking on  a  discussion of the Glastonbury saints  I  need to reiterate  that
I am for the  most  part describing the traditions as they existed in the fourteenth
century, that is, at the period when the surviving relic lists were produced and when
John of Glastonbury composed his chronicle. The relationship between medieval
hagiography and historical  fact  is often a tenuous one and many of the  Lives  seem to
be pure invention.  What  they do  show, however, is just how holy a place
Glastonbury was held to be in the high middle ages”.
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In this  chapter  and in chapters  five,  seven and eight he  sets out painstakingly, but
with admirable clarity, the saints, relics, remains and  legends  linked with
Glastonbury and its  Abbey.  He comments on the factual evidence, where it  exists,
but he  passes  no  judgements, leaving the reader the freedom to  come  to his own
conclusions.

Chapter  six, on the Library, is  cast  in a different  mould,  as it is possible to
reconstruct, at least to  a  limited  degree, the actual contents and layout of the
Abbey library. There is a masterly section on pages 134 and 135 in which
Professor Carley has combined his special knowledge m’th imagination to
produce a vivid  picture  of the Library at work.

It is a pity that  the first Part of the book does not compare with the second.
Chapter one is a perfectly adequate account of what is known of the pre-
Conquest  Abbey but the two following chapters, which record its history to the
Dissolution are disappointing. This stems from Professor Carley’s decision to tell
the story in strict chronological order in the form of biographies of the Abbots.
Some  knowledge of the individual Abbots is necessary to an understanding of the
Abbey’s history, but it is not  a  satisfactory way of treating all its aspects —
relations with the crown and the  bishop, the acquisition and management of the
Abbey’s  property, the internal organisation and administration of the Abbey, its
influence on and contribution to the life of the town, are cases in  point.  The  most
serious defect which stems from Professor Carley’s chosen  method  is  that  it
precludes a coherent  picture  of the progress and development of the Abbey
buildings, the visible remains of which are most likely first to rouse the visitor’s
historical curiosity. Professor Carley in fact deals with all  these  subjects and the
problem with regard to the buildings is to  some  extent mitigated by the Table of
Dates  which precedes Part I, but it requires  some  effort to disentangle the
information from the biographical details. Shorter biographies and  separate
chapters on  some  of the subjects I have suggested would have made the history of
the Abbey much easier to grasp.

Part I contains one passage which matches Professor Carley’s  portrait  of the
Library — his  account  of the last days ofiAbbot Whiting on pages 82 and 83, and,
more particularly of the Abbot’s execution on Glastonbury Tor on 15 November
1539. The author’s powerful  image  of the scene as the  apotheosis  of the
Crucifixion in the medieval mystery plays embodies many of the elements which
contrive to make Glastonbury a place apart.

On  a more  prosaic level, the book is generously illustrated in black and white
and contains seven colour  plates  (one  a double-page  spread). The illustrations
have been drawn from a wide variety of sources and include  such  unexpected
items  as,a  1986  Christmas postage  stamp.  There is an index covering the main
topics covered in the  book  but, as Professor Carley himself  points out, it is not
comprehensive.

JEAN IMRAY
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THE  REVELATIONS  OF  MARGERY KEMPE. PARAMYSTICAL
PRACTICES  IN  LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLAND.  John C. Hirsch. Medieval
and Renaissance Authors, vol 10, 1989. E. J. Brill, Leiden, Hfl.65.

Like a latter-day and secular Holy Name, the observation that religion resides in
persons  rather than  books  is  repeated  regularly throughout this volume. The
repetition grates, but the  author  is right to emphasise the point. Among the many
difficulties facing students of medieval religion, perhaps the  most  debilitating is
that  the ‘person’ — the amalgam of personality and  emotion, of  preference  and
intensity through  which religion ultimately moves and functions — remains so
shadowy: we share the essential of existence with our predecessors but may never
be sure to what  extent  our own attitudes and beliefs coincide with theirs.
Consequently, we play safe: historians of religion may, for instance, dwell on
clerical administration; students of literature may similarly restrict  their
attention to identifying the transmission of tradition; the deeper realities of
medieval belief remain unexplored. We lack the  tools  to penetrate psychological
experience and so prefer safer ground. As  a  volume in a series whose rationale, at
first  sight, appears to promise a secure emphasis on  author  and  text, it  comes as  a
surprise to find  that  Professor  Hirsch  bites the bullet and insists that persons, not
books, be assigned centre-stage. An exploration of  ‘felt’ devotional experience is
his objective, and it is to his credit and the reader’s  profit  that he perseveres to
pursue  the manifestations of one aspect of late  medieval  devotion with
considerable  tact, ingenuity and elegance.

This  is much  more  than another  book about  Margery Kempe. Indeed, one
of the few complaints I would register is  that  its main title misleads:
paramysticism is its principle concern, and  aspects  of the good wife of  Lynn’s
writing and behaviour are simply analysed at different points either in the pursuit
of new insight or the confirmation of wider truths. Many of her predecessors and
contemporaries are subjected to scrutiny and  I  learned much from  Hirsch’s
sketch of, for instance, St Edmund of Abingdon, and much from his  exposition,
again to name but one  example, of the devotional writing in Ms.  Bodley 789. The
book is valuable for creating and imparting a  context  for  high  and  late  medieval
mystical writing and practice, but is  more  important for its sensitive
consideration of the wider ripples which emanated from these developments. It-
is, however, also  fair to add  that  this coin has its  reverse. Hirsch  argues from the
particular to the general. Interesting and instructive as his chosen building-
blocks are, they are frequently long and involved and the reasons for their placing
apparent  only with time. This can be frustrating. It also results in a book of many
parts, although each  is eventually fused into  a  worthwhile mosaic of textual,
devotional and historical interpretation.

But what of paramysticism?  Hirsch’s  definition of the term, which he has
coined, typifies his favoured method of attack. He starts with a detailed and
sympathetic analysis of Margaret Paston, an individual who  although
conventionally pious  evinces no sign of any mystical interest. Having
investigated conventional devotion, Hirsch leaves  this example  to one side and
asserts that paramysticism is to be found on the boundaries of mysticism and
devotion. The paramystic shares  many of the responses of the true mystic but
rather than the sudden, unprepared, total encounter, relies on a calculating
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preparation for  a  direct and Joyoqs consciousness of God. The  author seeks  a
pedigree for interest in such  experience  in England and accordingly selects and
analyses St Edmund of Abingdon’ s  Speculum Ecclesie,  a  text  of importance in
precipitating and sustaining later interest in contemplative eqrience. He turns
to describe another thirteenth-cgntury initiative as embodied 1n parts of John
Pecham’ s  Constitutions  and again demonstrates influence on later writing and
practice by, at the end of the chapter, analy_sis of two later works. The
information 15 without exception of considerable interest and of  value, not least,
in that it deals with material which if 1mportant is ordinarily obscure. But having
read the chap_ter, the reader can be forgiven for remaining slightly unsure as to the
precise meaning of paramysticism. If Margaret Paston represents what it is  not,
how do the likes of St Edmund and the others also fail to  measure  up as true
mystical exponents and  thus  become paramystical exemplars?  This  remains
unclear. Hirsch  eschews consideration of the true mystic, presumably because he
wanted to write a  book  about the penumbra of mystical experience. By the end of
the  book, the reader may have grasped what paramystic means. But the lack of
precision _— unavoidable when studying a penumbra? — is not  helped  by
circuitous  exposition  and a welter of detail. If the reader may at times experience
pangs of insecurity as to quite what is meant and quite where the argument is
going, this may simply be the price for an  attempt  to elucidate the paratextual and
psycho-historical. Considering the potential for pitfalls in his chosen  route,
Hirsch’s achievement and his evident care to avoid trite phrase and jargon are
praiseworthy. In addition, overall, to unfolding something of the realities of
feeling, he engenders 1n his reader an appreciation of the broadening sympathies
towards the orthodox paramystic in the later medieval period; he  guides  the
reader through selected paramystical  texts, shows what measures were taken by
elements within the church to  keep those involved  m  paramysticism within the
body of the faithful, and finally, by concentrating more on Margery Kemp_e,
demonstrates how her experiences and extremes may be explained and indeed, in
the most audacio_us  chapter  in the  book, shows how they equate to modern
charismatic experience.

At the end of the book Hirsch hints at one of the reasons underpinning his
endeavour: he refers to  the‘ sense of spiritual stirring, which I believe touched
many in this period [but which] has  been to Some scholars an embarrassment and
to others a sham’. In  a  brief historiographical excurSus he proceeds to  discuss  a
propensity within Protestant scholarship to treat late medieval spirituality m
terms of inferiority and decline. Hirsch’s achievement, in  a  brave book, is to help
to reinstate an appreciation of the vitality, validity and breadth of  pre-
Reformation spiritual experience — even to the  extent  of rehabilitating Margery
Kem'pe, no  mean  achievement! As a final comment, I shall single out one  theme
that  Hirsch mentions only to leave alone — that of the undeniably prominent  role
that women played in the spiritual world which he unfolds. It is  a  matter  for
regret that'he fails to pursue what is so clearly an avenue of great importance. If
Protestant  thought  and writing relegated  late  medieval mystical experience to a
status  more lowly than it deserved, . it is worth pondering too how the
Reformation  seems  on a  number of fronts to have restricted the scope for
feminine  expression  and experience. .

.  ' . CLIVE BURGESS
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THE  MEDIEVAL TOWN: A READER  IN  ENGLISH URBAN HISTORY.
Richard  Holt  and Gervase Rosser. 1990. Longman, London, £19.95 (hardback)
£9.95 (paperback).

The editors of this collection  have  chosen thirteen articles relating to English
urban history between the thirteenth and the sixteenth centuries. Four of them
(R. H. Hilton on towns in society, G. H. Martin on borough records, D. J. Keene
on suburbs and R. B. Dobson on urban decline) are general surveys of  a  single
topic, but the majority are  case  studies of particular towns at particular times. All
the articles are worth re-reading, and between  them  they cover a surprisingly
wide range of different  themes.  Together they will be a useful adjunct for the
teaching of medieval urban history. The editors have written an introduction to
draw together the main themes of current debate, and they have appended
suggestions for further reading to each of the reprinted articles. The volume can
be used as an introduction to recent work in medieval urban history.

The  last  three articles are the most relevant to the age. of Richard  III.
Gervase  Rosser’s shows that  a  strong sense of civic community was to be found in
Westminster in this period even  though  it was an unincorporated town, and
argues that historians have placed too much  stress on the legal definition of
borough  communities. Charles Phythian-Adams examines the social,
chronological and spacial structures of ceremonial events in Coventry between
1450 and 1550. R. B.  Dobson’s  already famous  article  examines  the evidence for
urban decline in the late Middle Ages.

R. H.  BRITNELL

Notes  on  Contributors

G. E. V.  Awdry.  A  member since the second meeting of the refounding.
Modern Languages degree, history merely a  hobby. Librarian, Gladstone
Library, National Liberal Club, 1947-76.  On  Committee  to 1988. A  Vice-
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Marie  Barnfield.  A  member since 1991. BA(London) and PGCE (Durham).
Currently working as a freelance translater/ editor.

Richard Britnell  teaches history at Durham University. He  studies  the social
and economic history of the Middle Ages, and has written a  book  about
Colchester between 1300 and 1525.

Clive Burgess.  Leverhulme Research Fellow in the Department of History at
Royal Holloway and Bedford New College.
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THE  MEDIEVAL TOWN: A READER  IN  ENGLISH URBAN HISTORY.
Richard Holt and Gervase Rosser. 1990. Longman, London, £19.95  (hardback)
£9.95 (paperback).

The editors of  this  collection have chosen thirteen articles relating to English
urban history between the thirteenth and the sixteenth centuries. Four of  them
(R. H. Hilton on towns in society, G. H. Martin on borough records, D. J. Keene
on suburbs and R. B. Dobson on urban decline) are general surveys of a single
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Lynda Dennison.  After completing her doctorate in 1988 on the manuscripts
produced for the Bohun family, has  taught  history of art at St. Mary’s  School,
Wantage, continuing research in her spare  time.

P. D. A.  Harveyis  Professor Emeritus of Medieval History in Durham
University. He works on the social and economic history of medieval England
and also on the general history of  cartography.

Rosemary Horrox.  Author of  Richard  III:  a  study of service, Cambridge
89.

Jean  Imray.  London University BA. Archivist of the  Mercers’ Company
1962-81.

Arnold  J.  James, O.B.E., now retired, was Principal of the Barry College
from  1959  to 1985. Co-author of  Union  to  Reform, Wales  at  Westminster  and  A
Geography of Wales.

Edward  Powell  was  a  Fellow bf Downing College Cambridge, between  1982-
1989.  He is new training to be a solicitor.

Natalie Jane Prior  is  a  literature graduate. She is the author of a number of
specialist indexes on Queensland history, and of a children’s  book, The  Amazing
Adventures  of Amabel.

Carole  Rawclif e. Co-editor of the forthcoming 1386-1422  volumes of The
History of Parliament.  Author of The  Staffords, Earls  of Stafford  and  Dukes  of
Buckingham  (1978) and several articles on fifteenth-century history.

Livia  Visser-Fuchs  is working on the literary background and propaganda of
Anglo-Burgundian relations of the Yorkist  period.

Rowan  Watson.  Head of  Special  Collections in the library at the  Victoria  and
Albert  Museum.

John Wood, a retired classics teacher; his interests are philological,
Ricardian and  mathematical, in  that  order.
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Instructions  to  Contributors  to the  Ricardian

Contributions are welcomed on any subject  relevant to the aims of the  Society.  These  may
be illustrated by photographs  (glossy prints  showing good  contrast) or by line drawings.
All contributions, including letters, must  be typewriqten, with  double  spacing and
adequate margins, on one side of the paper only. Permission  must  be obtained for the use
of copyright material, but this is not usually necessary for short quotes. References and
footnotes must  be given in one sequence at the end of the article. Details  need  not be given
in full for second and subsequent references to the  same  source.  They must  take  the form
of the following examples:
R. Horrox and P. W.  Hammond  (eds.), British Library Manuscript  433 (4 vols. Upminster
and London  1979-83), vol. 1, pp.  45-6.
Daniel Williams, The hastily drawn up will  of William  Catesby Esquire, 25  August  1485,
Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical  Society Transactions,  vol. 51  (1975- 6), p. 48.

Anyone  interested in taking display advertisement space—full, half or quarter
page—or in  placing an insert should contact the Editor. (Classified advertisements should
be  sent  to the Editor of the Bulletin).

Contributions for the September  1991  Ricardian  must reach Miss Anne  Sutton, 17
Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw Street, London N1  6LD, by 30 June. Articles should be  sent
well  in advance. Further advice on presentation may be obtained from the Editor.

RICHARD  III AND  YORKIST HISTORY TRUST

THE  HOURS OF  RICHARD 111
ANNE F. SUTTON and  LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS
The  book  of hours which Richard III  chose  to use as King. It IS  unusual  for the
quantity of prayers it contains, and unique because Richard made his own
fidditions to it, including a long, moving prayer for comfort and  a  private crusading
itany

The illuminzgtion and  text  are described, with  a  detailed analysis of both Richard’s
prayer and htany. Richard’s piety is discussed in relation to his  book  of hours, his
career and reputation.

133 pages. Illustrated:  4  colour, 27 black and white

Special price  to  Members  of the Richard III  Society, £14, including p. &p_.
from Miss A. Smith, 14  Lincoln  Rd, Guildford, Surrey GU2 6T].  Cheques
to be payable to Richard III Society.

£25, including p.&p. to  Non-Members, from Alan  Sutton  Publishing Ltd., Phoenix
Mill, Far Thrupp, Stroud, Glos. GL5 ZBU. Cheques to be payable to Alan  Sutton
Publishing Limited.
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The Kensal Press is proud to announce the publication of

Richard  of  England

by Diana Kleyn, for the 500th anniversary of the

appearance _of  ‘Perkin  Warbeck’ on the historical  scene.

This  remarkable book unfolds like a detective story that deals,

not only with alleged murder, but with hidden  truth  and a

search for  a  Plantagenet King.

-  Diana Kleyn’s hero is a man  who’s  very existence she has to

prove.  A  meticulous re-creation of the life of Richard, Duke  of

York, youngest son of Edward IV, using substantial
documented evidence, leads us to the conclusion that ‘Perkin

Warbeck’ was merely an alias for

RICHARD OF ENGLAND I
Diana Kleyh inherited her love of history and of the fifteenth

century in particular, from her father  Thomas  Harding-
Newman who_ was  a  genealogist and a historian. Her

education abroad, leai’rning languages including French and

German, has been a help in her research in foreign archives.

The result of much painstaking work is presented in this highly

informative book.

ISBN: 0-946041-63'-6 PRICE:  £16.95

Published by The Kensal Press.

Riverview, Headington Hill, Oxford OX3 OBT.
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